
South Central Action Area Caucus Group Caucus Meeting 
Wednesday, September 25, 2019  

12:30 PM – 3:00 PM 
Tukwila Community Center – Meeting Room A 
12424 42nd Avenue South, Tukwila, WA 98168 

AGENDA
Meeting Purposes: 

• Hear updates on LIO/EPA engagement
• Hear updates on LIO engagement opportunities in Indicator Revision Project
• Determine NTA selection process for 2019 $100,000 direct funding award
• Determine next steps for the LIO to engage with shoreline armoring efforts and alignment with 2020 workplan
• Member updates

Time Topic Lead/Action 
12:30 – 12:40 Welcome & Introductions Chair 

12:40 – 12:45 Review and Approve May 1 Meeting Summary Chair 
Decision 

12:45 – 12:55 LIO/EPA Engagement Update Chair, Alexandra Doty, Marie Novak 
Information and discussion 

12:55 – 1:10 LIO Performance Measurement Integration & Work Plan 
• PSP Indicator Revision Project

Chair, Alexandra Doty 
Information and discussion 

1:10 – 1:30 Determine NTA Selection Process for 2019 Direct Funding 
Award 

Marie Novak, Janne Kaje, Alexandra 
Doty 
Information, discussion, decision 

1:30 – 1:40 BREAK 

1:40 – 2:45 Shoreline Armoring Next Steps & 2020 Workplan Chair, Janne Kaje, Marie Novak, 
Alexandra Doty, Caucus Members 
Information and discussion 

2:45 – 2:55 Good of the Order 
• PSP updates
• ECB update
• Member updates

Chair, Alexandra Doty, Caucus 
Members 
Information 

2:55 – 3:00 Wrap-Up & Adjourn Chair 

Upcoming Caucus Meeting Dates: 
1. November 6, 2019 (Puget Sound Regional Council Office)
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South Central Action Area Caucus Group Meeting Summary 
May 1, 2019 ⃒ 12:30 – 3:30 p.m. 

Puget Sound Regional Council, 1011 Western Ave, Ste. 500, Seattle, WA 

Attendees: 
Members and Alternates 

Name Affiliation Name Affiliation 
Josh Baldi King County Janne Kaje King County 
Doug Osterman WRIA 9 Kathy Minsch City of Seattle 
Brandy Reed King Conservation District Erika Harris Puget Sound Regional Council 
Jason Wilkinson WRIA 8 Janne Kaje King County 
Heather Trim Zero Waste Washington 

Other Attendees 
Name Affiliation Name Affiliation 
P.J. Tillmann Cascadia Consulting Group Greg Rabourn King County 
Gretchen Muller Cascadia Consulting Group Kollin Higgins King County 
Alexandra Doty Puget Sound Partnership Maggie Glowacki Seattle Dept. of 

Construction & Inspections 
Joe Burcar Dept. of Ecology Jennifer Griffiths WDFW 
Sydney Fishman Dept. of Ecology Maria Sandercock Dept. of Ecology 

Welcome and Introductions  
Josh Baldi welcomed everyone to the meeting and reviewed the agenda. 

Review March 2019 Meeting Summary 
Doug Osterman moved to approve the meeting summary, Jason Wilkinson seconded, and all approved. 
The March meeting summary was approved as written.  

LIO/EPA Engagement Update 
Gretchen participated in call with other LIO Coordinators following a meeting between EPA and a sub-
set of LIO Coordinators on the Action Agenda coordinating group: Lori Clark (Island), Jessica Hamill 
(Snohomish-Stillaguamish), and Scott Brewer (Hood Canal). These LIOs are planning to work with 
Ecosystem Coordination Board (ECB) representatives on increasing LIO influence and involvement in 
regional coordination. Key themes from LIO Coordinator comments on the call with EPA: 

• South Central LIO comments: South Central LIO is more interested in engaging at the watershed
scale with EPA/Ecology and seeing what, beyond funding, South Central LIO and EPA could do.

• Key themes from LIO Coordinators: lack of funding and limited influence in the funding model, as
well as attrition and member frustration in general, especially around the last round of NTA funding.
Strategic Initiative Advisory Teams (SIATs) funded few local NTAs, and most funding seems to go to
regional study projects rather than local projects. LIO Coordinators went to their committees the
past two months to gauge interest in engaging their tribal and ECB representatives and elevating the
issue to the ECB. LIOs are supportive.
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Members offered several ideas for how the South Central LIO and EPA could work together, as well as a 
few reactions to the call details Gretchen shared. 

Ideas for South Central LIO and EPA coordination 

• Invite EPA staff to a South Central LIO meeting to discuss engagement and coordination, e.g., King 
County’s presentation of methodology for Clean Water Plan and catchment reduction strategies and 
other investments in watersheds. King County wants to discuss policy implications of the work, ways 
to measure the work, and how measures feed into the regional planning network. Members are 
interested in the Clean Water Plan and methodology as a future deep dive topic. Josh offered to 
present on King County’s clean water plan methodology at a future deep dive and suggested 
bringing in Seattle Public Utilities’ Josh Buckley as well 

• Revisiting funding model so the vision for it is more inclusive and offers a better value proposition. 
King County is more interested in discussing $10 million investment efforts, not $100,000, but things 
like shoreline management and streamflow restoration are more than WRIAs can take on. The 
appropriate spatial scale for these is somewhere between the watershed scale and something else. 

• Convey to ECB that connection between LIOs and SIATs through PSP should be strengthened so 
conversations about investments can be had.  

• Revisiting SIAT model and other ways to engage that allow for more local participation; meetings are 
currently very time-intensive which leads to them being primarily comprised of state agency, 
scientist, and rural representatives.  

• Members would like to develop talking points for a future ECB meeting on the funding topic. 

Good of the Order 
PSP Updates 
• Alexandra updated members on the ECB agenda which includes the PSP Vital Sign project, Human 

Well-being survey, a deep dive conversation about land use (topics include discussing support locals 
need, an effectiveness study, an update from Commerce on their buildable lands analysis), and to 
scope out a subcommittee on local decision-making. 

• Puget Sound Day on the Hill and Salmon Days are on May 14-16.  
• State legislative session ended April 28, passed largest budget package in years, including: 

o Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration Fund (PSAR) passed with $49.5 million, 
including River Bend in WRIA 8. 

o ~3.8 FTEs (9-10 FTE were requested). 
o $2.2 million for Puget Sound scientific research fund (established as part of PSP’s 

foundational legislation but has been empty). Now has one FTE and ongoing funding. 
o Alexandra will circulate more details once Jeff Parsons has them.  

• Alexandra is officially an ERC and will work more closely with WRIAs 8 and 9. 
• Sheida Sahandy’s last day is May 3. Governor will announce new Executive Director today.  

Member Updates 
• City of Federal Way is split between WRIAs 9 and 10; they would like to be part of WRIA 9 and have 

asked Doug to assess cost impacts and cost share. The City noted that addressing stormwater is one 
reason for being part of one LIO.  

• May is Puget Sound Starts Here month and is emphasizing orca health. King County Executive and 
councilmembers will proclaim June as orca month.  
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• King Conservation District is undergoing rate renewal process and will send proposal to the County 
Executive in June, which includes funding for services like the Marine Shoreline Landowner 
assistance program. They also submitted a proposal to Estuary and Salmon Recovery Program’s 
(ESRP) Shoreline Friendly program for additional funds for Shore Friendly branding, building online 
tools and programmatic resources, and engaging high-priority landowners.  

• Phthalates project is progressing. Phthalates are not being found in road paint as hypothesized but 
may be in thermoplast used for bike lanes. 

Other updates 

The PWR-LIO received $25,000 of South Central LIO’s funds. South Central LIO is now running short on 
budget especially for consultant support, and there are insufficient funds to continue at the current level 
of effort through September 30. Two ideas to reduce spending include canceling July meeting and 
selecting NTA for 2019 local funding without consultant assistance. 

• Doug moved to cancel July, Kathy Minsch seconded. No one was opposed and there was no 
discussion. The July meeting will be cancelled. 

• Brandy Reed suggested members could take on the process to determine 2020 projects, but 
someone would be needed to coordinate the effort. Brandy also reiterated concerns shared in the 
last process about the process being too short and having too little involvement. Alexandra will 
check with EPA about budget for this effort. 

LIO Performance Measurement Integration  
Alexandra summarized the discussion from March where Scott Redman, Kari Stiles, and Laura Blackmore 
shared updates about regional performance measurement. Three topics were discussed: 

• Three types of progress measures: activity progress measures (i.e., NTAs), intermediate measures, 
and long-term measures (i.e.g, Vital Signs).  

• Vital Sign revisions: two phases, conversation with the Management Conference about a vision for 
revised Vital Signs and scope; and details of how to revise Vital Signs. 

• Puget Sound Info: online tool to track progress measures, including an Action Agenda tracker. Kari is 
drafting 20-25 activity progress measures to launch through the Action Agenda Tracker. She will be 
looking for feedback and will follow up on the anticipated LIO review opportunities. Current focus is 
NTA tracking, but goal is to include ongoing programs and salmon recovery. 

Members are interested in engaging on these efforts and would like to see the list of 20-25 progress 
measures. Alexandra will confirm the process for feedback. 

Deep Dive: Shoreline Armoring 
Jennifer Griffiths (WDFW), Kollin Higgins (King County), Greg Rabourn (King County), and Maggie 
Glowacki (City of Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections) delivered presentations on the 
Shoreline Armoring Implementation Strategy, shoreline armoring trends in King County, Vashon Data 
Stewards’ drift cell approach to reduce shoreline armoring and restore shoreline, and a green shoreline 
rating system. Members discussed the following: 

• Trends in shoreline armoring: Three of the last four years have had more armoring removed than 
added across Puget Sound. Data is based only on permitted additions and removals (does not 
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include replacements or unpermitted work). In King County, rate of armoring is about the same 
across jurisdictions and many projects are replacing existing armoring. On Vashon Island, 1,400 feet 
of armoring have been removed through the Vashon Data Stewards’ process. 

• Permit rates and compliance: About half of projects are permitted in King County. Seattle and
Burien have highest rates; Vashon Island has very low rate because people must travel to
Snoqualmie for permits and also generally think they are doing the right thing. Local permits are
more popular than WDFW permits, likely because they cost less. Permit compliance is a challenge
for contractors because there are different best practices for shorelines and intertidal areas than
uplands, and not all contractors are aware of differences. Technical assistance during construction
and boat enforcement have been effective to increase compliance.

• Program details and effectiveness: Two key gaps to increasing rates of armoring reduction are
funding for technical assistance (e.g., trainings, workshops) and on the ground removal. There are a
variety of property owners, but most lack capital for improvements. Relationship building has been
key on Vashon for capitalizing on opportunities to remove armoring: 83% of removal has happened
before properties went up for sale. The shore friendly rating system will be available for both lake
and marine shorelines. It is currently voluntary, and plans are underway to integrate into Seattle’s
Shoreline Master Plan. LEED and similar certifications are either too expensive for most
homeowners or need additional program support to make feasible.

Janne asked about the most important steps a jurisdiction can take to move shoreline armoring 
reduction work forward. Presenters and members provided the following suggestions: 

• Reduce barriers to permitting and removal: Kollin suggested a checklist to translate municipal code
into implementable language. Permit costs can also far exceed project costs. A site evaluation
approach could help identify appropriate techniques for individual shorelines.

• Incentivize removal: Greg suggested demonstration projects to increase interest and build
momentum to encourage others to participate. Heather suggested an ad in the newspaper for
permit noncompliance, similar to ads for wastewater treatment plant noncompliance.

• Provide training and support municipal cross-departmental coordination: Doug suggested a
growth management training for public works, parks, and planning departments to increase
understanding of challenges and provide a foundation for future coordination. Jennifer noted the
Dept. of Commerce has started to work on a similar effort.

• Identify common challenges and common language: Jennifer noted that green shoreline design
guide could provide a common language. Josh commented on the importance of cross-jurisdiction
conversations and suggested giving these presentations to the Leadership Council. Sydney, a NOAA
Coastal Fellow, is identifying common challenges across jurisdictions and differences in how
jurisdictions implement shoreline armoring regulations based on interviews with nearly a dozen
counties and cities.

Wrap-up & Adjourn 

The next Deep Dive topic will be Forest Cover and Stewardship priorities, from Brandy Reed. Josh 
suggested a work group on shoreline work and will follow up on it. Meeting adjourned at 3:41 pm. 
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Local Integrating Organization Coordinators  
Ecosystem Coordination Board Management Brief 

August 15, 2019 – Topic x 
 

 
TOPIC:    
Local Integrating Organizations Engagement in the Development and Implementation of the Puget 
Sound Action Agenda 
 
MEMO CONTACT:  
Scott Brewer, Executive Director, Hood Canal Coordinating Council 
(360) 531-0575 
sbrewer@hccc.wa.gov 
 
PRESENTERS: 
Lori Clark, Island LIO 
John Cambalik, Strait LIO 
Haley Harguth, HCCC 
 
TYPE OF PRESENTATION: 
☒Oral presentation for a decision 
☐Oral presentation for discussion 
☐Oral presentation for information only 
☐Written briefing only 
☐Other: ____________________ 
 
ISSUE/QUESTION: 
 
The current NEP funding model lacks meaningful and effective input from the Local Integrating 
Organizations (LIO) and the elected officials, agencies, Tribes, and other key Puget Sound recovery 
participants that they represent. LIOs request that the Ecosystem Coordination Board (ECB) support LIOs 
in their quest to be meaningfully engaged in the development and implementation of the Puget Sound 
Action Agenda, to create a more effective Puget Sound recovery system. LIOs further request that the 
ECB express support for the following LIO objectives, to advance a joint proposal to the Leadership 
Council.  
 
LIOs seek ECB support for the following specific objectives:  
 

1. Elevate the stature of LIOs to enable greater input in decision-making, and provide clarity 
around roles and responsibilities in Action Agenda development and implementation. 

2. Provide LIOs with more capacity to meaningfully participate in the Action Agenda process 
through broader collaboration and expanded partner engagement.   

3. Revise the funding model to reflect the LIOs’ and Tribes’ 2014 proposal to EPA in order to 
optimally leverage the members’ vast expertise and the trust of their communities. The 
proposed funding model, which was similar to the Salmon Recovery Funding Board model, takes 
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advantage of local plans and LIO expertise in influencing NEP funding investments towards 
Puget Sound recovery. 

Achieving these objectives is a priority for the LIOs, and possible approaches for how best to achieve 
them have been an ongoing discussion within and among the LIOs.  Some of the discussed approaches 
include:  

1. Elevating the stature of LIOs:
a) Strengthen the role of LIOs written in the Puget Sound Partnership statue(s). Create

another Board (LIOs) for the Partnership process.

b) Leadership Council recognizes LIOs as the group that is substantially and significantly
involved in the development and implementation of the Action Agenda, similar to the
status/stature of the SRC.

2. LIOs should be seen as a partner in Action Agenda development and implementation, and as
such, have greater engagement in actions such as Implementation Strategy development and
priority setting. LIOs will need additional capacity to support this level of engagement.

3. Implement the funding model proposed by LIOs and Tribes in 2014. The proposed model
encourages a regional/local allocation similar to the State Salmon Recovery Funding Board
model (70% Watershed/30% Regional Funding Split). A funding model such as this enables LIOs
to better support local-regional engagement (see attached support letters).

4. LIOs should be involved and engaged in the development and implementation of the various
Action Agenda Implementation Strategies. The current LIO involvement in the ECB Land-Use
Sub-committee is a positive first step.

5. EPA contracts directly with LIOs to fulfill their respective missions using the NEP funds that
support implementation of the Action Agenda. This would provide more local autonomy to
conduct the roles of being an LIO similar to the way Strategic Initiative Leads (SILs) provide
Action Agenda services. Contracting directly with EPA would be more efficient and relieve
administrative burden.

BACKGROUND AND KEY CONTEXT: 

In late 2008 a task force of state agencies, tribal governments, counties and cities provided 
recommendations to enhance local implementation of the Action Agenda. This document coined the 
term “Local Integrating Organization” and called for “a local structure and process that facilitates 
integration of the efforts of all groups in each sub-area of Puget Sound.” Building on these 
recommendations the Puget Sound Leadership Council, starting in 2009, has recognized ten Local 
Integrating Organization LIOs around Puget Sound. 

During the 2014 Legislative Session, an Operating Budget proviso directed the Puget Sound Partnership 
(PSP) to “...collaborate with interested parties to review the roles of local watershed and salmon 
recovery organizations implementing the action agenda and provide legislative, budgetary, and 
administrative recommendations to streamline and strengthen Puget Sound recovery efforts.” 

In a memo from the Partnership to the State Legislature dated December 1, 2014 regarding the proviso, 
Priority Recommendation #1 was to Formally establish Local Integrating Organizations in statute and 
incentivize participation.  
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RCW 90.71, which establishes and describes the Partnership states in part that “The partnership shall 
develop the action agenda in part upon the foundation of existing watershed programs that address or 
contribute to the health of Puget Sound.” “... the partnership shall rely largely upon local watershed 
groups, tribes, cities, counties, special purpose districts, and the private sector, who are engaged in 
developing and implementing these programs.” ... “The participating groups should work to identify the 
applicable local plan elements, projects, and programs, together with estimated budget, timelines, and 
proposed funding sources, that are suitable for adoption into the action agenda.”  

Local Integrating Organizations (LIOs) were created by the Puget Sound Partnership (Partnership) to 
serve as the local body that helps to coordinate governments and organizations working on ecosystem 
protection and recovery at the local level. LIOs are a critical building block of the recovery infrastructure, 
providing an important link between local and regional priorities. Designation of LIOs by the Partnership 
began in 2009. Ten years later LIOs are feeling that the reasons for being an LIO have yet to fully 
materialize. While LIOs have noted some steps toward greater collaboration and communication, they 
are not treated as full partners in the development and implementation of the Action Agenda. Instead, 
they are being drawn further away from forward-looking implementation in lieu of a largely 
administrative, tracking and review role. In addition, LIOs have not experienced meaningful engagement 
within the National Estuary Program (NEP) Funding Model and regional Strategic Initiative Lead (SIL) 
processes. Some LIOs are concerned that these same experiences will be repeated as new Mobilizing 
Funding efforts are advanced and implemented. Listed below are some more specific concerns from 
LIOs of note:  

• The current $75,000 per LIO is insufficient capacity to effectively operate an LIO that can engage
meaningfully with the Partnership and all partners involved in Action Agenda development and
implementation.

• The annual $100,000 NEP local allocation is insufficient to implement effective projects and
justify the selection process and/or LIO participation.

• Local partners are reluctant to come forward or continue to participate, because the lack of
dedicated funding is so minimal/not commensurate with the time it takes to engage in the
process. As a result, LIOs are losing human infrastructure and participation in the process.

• LIOs are not being considered in the Action Agenda prioritization process, are blind to the
criteria that guide the outcomes, and unclear what criteria are used to make funding decisions.
Transparency around these processes is needed to maintain/build trust with local partners
including NTA owners, and to maintain engagement in the Action Agenda.

• EPA and the Partnership had previously noted that once LIO Ecosystem Recovery Plans were
developed and in place that this would result in greater collaboration with the LIOs. We are now
well past that point, and results have not yet materialized. It’s now time to circle back to EPA
and the Partnership to revisit this issue.

• This is a bigger issue than simply the NEP Funding Model. This is also a Partnership issue because
the Partnership’s Leadership Council created and officially recognized each of the LIOs. LIOs are
under-funded, under-powered, and under-supported. The Partnership is missing a valuable
opportunity to take full advantage of LIOs and their broad membership base.

• There is a hope that the Partnership will be advocating for the LIOs. LIOs are looking for the
Partnership to take a clearer more assertive role when advocating for LIOs now that the LIO
Ecosystem Recovery Plans are an integral part of the Puget Sound Action Agenda (and the
federal Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan for Puget Sound).
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• LIOs are looking for additional partnership opportunities within the NEP funding model and
Action Agenda implementation processes more broadly.

LIOs believe this is a moment of crisis for Puget Sound ecosystem protection and recovery. The Puget 
Sound Partnership needs coordinated and integrated involvement of Tribal and local officials, expertise, 
skills, and communities that LIOs provide at the local level. Additional capacity, NTA funding, and 
recognition as proposed by the LIOs is critical to success. Without this we will continue to experience 
disengagement and lack of participation from LIOs and their member organizations. Without this level of 
local involvement, the protection and recovery Puget Sound will not occur, will be ineffective, and 
expose a risk of losing Puget Sound and all that it embodies. 

ANALYSIS: 

Local Integrating Organizations (LIOs) were designated by the Puget Sound Partnership’s Leadership 
Council to provide input, expertise and skills from the local level in the development and 
implementation of the Action Agenda. 

LIOs membership and partners includes local and Tribal elected officials; representatives from local 
organizations and community groups, local expertise and experiences; and extensive knowledge of the 
ecosystems and landscapes that in total truly make up Puget Sound. 

• LIOs now have locally sourced ecosystem recovery plans designed to contribute to overall Puget
Sound regional recovery. Collectively, we cannot achieve Puget Sound recovery without this
local influence, input, knowledge, gravitas, and expertise.

• LIOs provide a foundation, structure, and ready forum to marshal these attributes, passion, and
desire. LIOs know what needs to be done and can get it done.

• The Partnership is missing an opportunity to take full advantage of LIOs and the membership
and technical expertise that they offer.

• The way LIOs are currently being under-used, under-supported, underfunded, and
underappreciated is driving away its’ membership and the desire to continue.

There are some LIOs and LIO member organizations that are frustrated, disappointed, and ready to give 
up. Member organizations are not showing up at meetings and work sessions because they do not feel it 
is beneficial and worth their precious time and effort. They want to do what is best for Puget Sound 
recovery, but they are seeing that pathway disappearing. They have begged for tools and assistance to 
help do the right thing, but those calls are going unheeded. They need more capacity, NTA funding, and 
recognition to fully engage in a meaningful way with the Partnership, EPA, and the various State and 
Federal agencies working on Puget Sound recovery at the regional level. 

Supporting this request from the LIOs will ensure effective and prioritized Puget Sound protection and 
recovery and successful implementation of the Action Agenda. 

FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE IMPACTS: 

Implementation of the LIO proposal will save money for PSP as they will no longer need to provide 
contract management administrative support. 
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Action Agenda development and implementation will be more effective. 

NEXT STEPS: 

Representatives of the ECB and LIOs go before the Leadership Council to present the LIO proposal and 
seek Leadership Council support. 

ATTACHMENTS: 

LIO Memorandum to EPA dated November 26, 2014, RE: Comments on EPA’s Straw Funding Models for 
EPA Puget Sound Geographic Program Appropriations in FY16 and Beyond (linked here) 

Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission Letter to EPA dated December 1, 2014, RE: Comments and 
Recommendations on EPA’s Proposed Changes to the National Estuary Program Appropriations for FY16 
and Beyond (linked here) 

Alliance for a Healthy South Sound, Hood Canal Coordinating Council, and Strait Ecosystem Recovery 
Network LIO Letter to EPA dated February 19, 2015, RE: National Estuary Program (NEP) Funding and 
Implementation Strategies (linked here) 

Washington State Coastal Counties Caucus Letter to WA State Agency Directors dated March 2, 2015, 
RE: Support for NWIFC/LIO National Estuary Program (NEP) Funding Model (linked here) 

Washington State Coastal Counties Caucus Letter to EPA dated March 2, 2015, RE: Support for 
NWIFC/LIO National Estuary Program (NEP) Funding Model (linked here) 

Alliance for a Healthy South Sound Letter to EPA dated March 26, 2015, RE: EPA Decision on NEP 
Funding for Puget Sound (linked here) 

Alliance for a Healthy South Sound Letter to EPA and Puget Sound Partnership dated March 9, 2016, RE: 
National Estuary Program (NEP) Funding for CCMP Implementation (linked here) 

Strait Ecosystem Recovery Network LIO Letter to EPA dated March 10, 2016, RE: March 15, 2016 EPA 
PSP LIO Leadership Meeting – Strait ERN LIO Questions on the 2016 National Estuary Program Near-
Term Action Funding Model (linked here) 

San Juan LIO Letter to EPA dated March 30, 2016, RE: Response to Puget Sound draft 2016 Action 
Agenda Ranking and EPA Funding Model (linked here) 

Alliance for a Healthy South Sound Letter to JLARC dated September 30, 2016, RE: JLARC Audit of the 
Puget Sound Partnership (linked here) 
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https://hcccwagov.box.com/s/lz1iok4hxy95lzj17yiv77ov8xil7jje
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The first Vital Signs Revision project workshop will be Thursday, October 10, 2019, from 10:15 
–2:45 in Kingston. We are looking for input on potential changes to Vital Signs and indicators
drawn from existing studies and analysis. Click here for the workshop announcement and
details. Please RSVP here. We hope you can make it!

What is the Vital Signs Revision project?
The Partnership, with the help of a consultant team from Ross Strategic, has begun a 
collaborative effort to revise the Puget Sound Vital Signs and indicators. The Vital Signs Revision 
project promises an improved suite of shared measures to track and report on the health of 
Puget Sound. Throughout the life of the Vital Signs Revision project, an advisory team will work 
with partners to compile suggested revisions to Vital Signs and indicators from existing studies 
and analyses, evaluate those potential revisions, and make recommendations.
The project is part of a broader effort lead by staff at the Puget Sound Partnership to refine and 
clarify progress measurements for Puget Sound recovery, including measures of near-term 
results delivered by projects and programs, and intermediate pressure-reduction results. 
Recommendations are expected in June 2020.

A two page project description is available at this link. 

Vital Signs and Indicators Revision Project Infor…
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What has been decided so far?
In June 2019, the Leadership Council made two decisions. 

First, they confirmed Vital Signs and indicators as the ultimate outcome progress measures for 
Puget Sound recovery, focused on ecosystem conditions and related human well-being. They 
articulated three uses for Vital Signs and indicators.  
• Understand the condition of the ecosystem.
• Articulate our shared statutory recovery goals and understand if we are achieving them.
• Inspire focused action to drive progress towards meeting our shared goals.

Second, the Leadership Council directed that the Vital Sign and indicator revision effort be 
focused on addressing known concerns with Vital Signs and indicators drawn from existing 
insights, studies, and analyses. Some key insights and guidance from the Leadership Council 
discussion include: 
• Focus on incorporating what was learned over the past nine years of using the Vital Signs

and indicators into the existing portfolio. If the revision process reveals that a more
extensive update is needed, this should be brought back to the Leadership Council for
consideration.

• Maintain the links between Vital Signs and the statutory goals and objectives for Puget
Sound recovery.

• Integrate the Vital Signs revisions with the ongoing work to identify intermediate and
activity progress measures – this will mean that some Vital Signs and indicators will move to
become activity or intermediate progress measures and be replaced with similar measures of
ecosystem condition.

• Simplify the Vital Signs and indicators if possible. One way to do this might be to develop a
hierarchical structure to the Vital Signs and indicators to identify a subset of Vital Signs that
are most used/useful for communication with the public and a subset of measures and
targets that would be prominent as the focus of accountability efforts.

The memo presented to the Leadership Council is available at this link.

How can you participate?
a ffiA A A ffi A ffi A Affl ĄAThe Vital Signs Team will meet about 8 times in 
2019 and 2020, and will host public workshops for the Puget Sound recovery community to 
engage a variety of partners in the process.
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đffi Affi Ad A ffi Œ
• Friday July 12 [12:30 – 3:30 PM PT | Center for Urban Waters, Tacoma] - Freshet Room
• Friday September 6 [12:30 – 3:30 PM PT | Center for Urban Waters, Tacoma] - Freshet 

Room
• Wednesday November 6 [12:30-3:30 PM PT | Kitsap County] - Council Chambers
• Thursday January 16 [12:30-3:30 PM PT | Tumwater] - DOH conference room
• Wednesday February 12 [12:30-3:30 PM PT | Center for Urban Waters, Tacoma] - Freshet 

Room
• Tuesday March 3 [12:30-3:30 PM PT | Tumwater] - DOH conference room
• Thursday May 14 [12:30-3:30 PM | Kitsap County] - Council Chambers

ð
• Workshop 1: Thursday October 10 [10:00-2:30 PM PT I Kingston] - Kingston Cove Yacht 

Club. Click here for the workshop announcement. RSVP here
• Cross Vital Signs Small Group Mtg, Reorganize into Goal Groups: Tuesday January 21 [10-

2:30 PM] - Need location
• Workshop 2: Friday March 20 [10:00-2:30 PM PT | Edmonds or Kingston] - finding location

ffi A A A ffiffi AffiAA A ĄiAWe anticipate small groups organized around each Vital 
Sign and set of indicators this fall, and then re-organized into bigger small groups around the 
sets of Vital Signs and indicators related to each recovery goal this winter. The groups will vet 
and refine potential Vital Sign and indicator revisions. We're looking for science and policy 
experts who have experience with the Vital Signs and indicators to participate in these groups. 
We anticipate no more than three meetings for each group and hopefully only one or two. There 
will be call-in/online options for each meeting. If you're interested please contact Andy Chinn or 
Elizabeth McManus (below). 

T A AA ffiѩ A AA fl ffi ĄAWe would be happy to talk with you or your organization or 
group about the Vital Signs and indicators revision process and get your ideas. Please contact 
Andy Chinn (achinn@rossstrategic.com) or Elizabeth McManus (emcmanus@rossstrategic.com).

Frequently Asked Questions and Other Materials
What is the Process and Timeline for this Work? 
The collaborative process for Vital Sign and indicator revisions will take place between July 2019 
and June 2020. The Leadership Council will decide on revisions at their June 2020 meeting. Key 
milestones include:
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· July 2019: The project team will compile a “menu” of potential changes to Vital Signs and 
indicators from multiple sources (see the “Important Documents” section) along with simple 
draft conceptual models for each Vital Sign and its related indicators. The draft menu and 
conceptual models will be posted here as soon as they are available.
· July-September 2019: The project team will work with Indicator Leads, Implementation 
Strategy Leads, Puget Sound Ecosystem Monitoring Program (PSEMP) experts, Local Integrating 
Organizations (LIOs) and others who have expertise and experience with the Vital Signs and 
indicators to refine the draft menu and conceptual models.
· October 2019:  A workshop on October 10th in Kingston will bring together the Puget 
Sound recovery community to discuss the scope, objectives, process, and schedule for the Vital 
Signs revision and provide some initial review of the draft menu and conceptual models. This will 
include discussion of a hierarchy of Vital Signs and indicators – where some are identified as the 
focus of communication and storytelling and others might be identified for an accountability 
focus. 
· October through December 2019: Experts will be organized into small Vital Sign revision 
teams (one for each Vital Sign) to further refine the menu of potential changes and the 
conceptual models and draft recommendations for proposed revisions. Concurrent with this 
work, teams will identify related intermediate progress measures that provide additional 
necessary information about Vital Sign health.
· January 2020: A cross-team meeting will bring together the Vital Signs teams to compare 
draft recommendations and look across Vital Signs and indicators. Workshop participants will 
have an opportunity to refine the recommendations. Communication and accountability 
hierarchy will be refined. 
· January-February 2020: Small teams organized by the recovery goals and objectives from 
the Puget Sound statute will further refine draft recommendations for revisions from that 
perspective. 
· Mid-March of 2020: The Puget Sound recovery community will convene for a second 
workshop to consider the draft recommendations by goal area and Vital Sign. The stories and 
related communications and accountability hierarchy also will be presented and discussed.
· April-June 2020: The draft package of revision recommendations will be vetted through the 
PSP Boards process and existing groups to finalize recommendations to present to the 
Leadership Council in June 2020. 
· Throughout the process: The project team will meet regularly with the Vital Signs Team, and 
with PSP Boards and other Puget Sound groups (e.g., Local Integrating Organizations, Lead 
Entities, Action Agenda Coordination Group, etc.) to keep them updated on the project and get 
their input. If you would like a briefing please contact Andy Chinn (achinn@rossstrategic.com) or 
Elizabeth McManus (emcmanus@rossstrategic.com).
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Link to Graphic with Key Project Milestones, Inputs and Objectives

What is the role of the Vital Signs Team?
A multi-disciplinary Vital Signs Team composed of individuals with science and policy expertise is 
spearheading the project. The role of this team is to provide ongoing guidance on science and 
policy questions, along with advice on Vital Sign and indicator revision and partner engagement. 
Team members also will serve as ambassadors to their respective organizations and groups.

Link to Team Meetings and Workshop Agendas and Summaries

Who is on the Vital Signs Team?
Members of the Vital Signs team are:

Angela Adams (EPA)
Bill Blake (Snohomish CD)
Tracy Collier (Science Advisor)
Ken Currens (NWIFC)
Kirsten Feifel (DNR) 
Kaitlin Harris (PSP Planning 

Team) 
GI James (Lummi)
Jenna Judge (PSP Science staff)
Tom Kantz (Pierce County)
Haley Kennard (Makah)
Michael Rylko (EPA)

Randy Lumper (NWIFC)
Kathy Peters (Kitsap County)
Tim Quinn (WDFW)
Scott Redman (PSP Science staff)
Heather Saunders (PSP Planning Team)
Robert Warren (Bonneville Environment Foundation)
Lisa Wilson (Lummi)
Emily Sanford (Dept of Health) 
Ron Thom (PSP Science staff)
Nathalie Hamel (PSP Science staff)

What is the Role of the Core Project Team?
The core project team is made up of PSP Science Program staff and contractor staff and is 
responsible for driving the day-to-day work of the project, ensuring the project products the 
outcomes it is tasked with, and coordinating and collaborating with the Vital Signs team and the 
broader Puget Sound recovery community.

Who is on the Core Project Team?
The core project team is made up of Scott Redman, Ron Thom, Nathalie Hamel from the PSP 
Science staff, and Elizabeth McManus, Rob Willis, Andy Chinn, Sarah Abramowitz, and Samer 
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Khan at Ross Strategic. The team works closely with Kari Stiles (PSP Science staff) to ensure 
integration with the broader progress measures work. 

What is the Progress Measures Framework?
The progress measurement framework defines different types of measures and how they are 
used. 
In this framework:
• Vital Signs and their indicators are the “ultimate outcome progress measure,” and should

reflect the health of the ecosystem and human wellbeing, help us track progress towards the
statutory goals and objectives for Puget Sound recovery, and drive identification of activity
and intermediate progress measures.

• Activity progress measures (APM) track whether planned work and projects are being
accomplished.

• Intermediate progress measures (IPM) track progress in changing factors that affect
ecosystem condition, including pressure source and stressor reduction.

APM and IPM complement the Vital Signs and indicators and help us understand ongoing 
progress, focus planning, and make decisions about priority investments. The Vital Signs revision 
work will be fully integrated with the ongoing progress measures work. More information on the 
Progress Measures Framework is available in this detailed briefing packet for the Puget Sound 
Partnership Science Panel. 

Important Documents

Name Description and Connection to Revision 
Project

Evolving the Portfolio of Indicators to 
Assess and Report on the Condition and 
Recovery of the Puget Sound Ecosystem: 
Moving From Theory to Practice (O’Neill et 
al, 2018)

   This report recommends a process to 
select and refine indicators of the biophysical 
condition of Puget Sound. The report 
recommends changes to the Partnership’s 
portfolio of Vital Sign biophysical indicators. 
The Vital Signs Team draws heavily on this 
report to inform suggested Vital Sign and 
indicator revisions.
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2015 Puget Sound Partnership Director’s 
Interpretation of certain Vital Signs and 
indicators

   This memo clarifies the scope of indicators 
for Near Term Action submissions and 
provides details on interpretation of specific 
indicators. Vital sign and indicator revisions 
will need to be consistent with this memo.

Puget Sound Partnership Leadership 
Council – Management Brief. June 12, 2019, 
Vital Signs Revision

   This memo summarizes phase 1 of the Vital 
Signs revision project and the proposed path 
forward for phase 2. The Leadership Council 
endorsed the proposed path forward as 
described in this memo during its June 2019 
meeting.

Progress Measures Framework – memo 
and presentation slides

   This package includes the memo provided 
to the Science Panel during meetings on 
April 24-25, 2019 and provides an overview 
of the Progress Measures Framework. 

Research on Other Large Ecosystem 
Programs

   This research brief describes approaches to 
ecosystem attributes, indicators, and 
conceptual models in other large ecosystem 
restoration programs.

Best Practices for Science-policy 
Interaction

   This memo describes best practices for 
science-policy interaction for indicator 
selection. The memo helps inform Vital Sign 
Team discussions.
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South Central LIO 2018 NTA Direct Funding List

Rank NTA ID NTA Title Objective Owner RPA Activity Type

Strategic 

Initiative Cost

1 2018-0769

Commercial Property Engagement through 

Parking Lot Retrofits in Bear/Little Bear 

Watersheds

The objectives include: identifying the motivations and barriers of 

commercial property owners; providing stewardship opportunities 

to businesses, demonstrating types of parking lot retrofits, and 

reducing 1 million gallons of runoff per year.

Snohomish 

Conservation District BIBI2.1

1.1 Ecosystem 

Management & 

Restoration Stormwater  $ 329,500 

2 2018-0876

Acceleration of shoreline armoring removal in 

Central Puget Sound priority reaches

Accelerate the removal of shoreline armoring on private property in 

prioritized areas along the Central Puget Sound nearshore.

Mid Sound Fisheries 

Enhancement Group CHIN7.1

1.1 Ecosystem 

Management & 

Restoration Chinook  $ 911,900 

3 2018-0371

Flow and Water Quality Monitoring of Pilot 

Polishing Layer for the Swale on Yale Water 

Quality Project

1. To evaluate the performance of the new polishing layer in limiting 

nutrient export from the default bioretention soil mix (BSM) in one 

stormwater biofiltration swale. 

2. Compare data to earlier monitoring of adjacent cell without City of Seattle TIF2.1 3.4 Research Stormwater  $ 250,000 

4 2018-0432 Marine Shoreline Technical Assistance

This action accelerates and expands KCD marine shoreline protection 

and enhancement work to identify and plan marine riparian 

enhancement and bulkhead removal projects on private property.

King Conservation 

District SA3.1

1.1 Ecosystem 

Management & 

Restoration Habitat  $ 300,000 

5 2018-0217 Smith Cove Park Shoreline Restoration

Remove the rip rap, expand the beach area, transition to logs to 

support the slope and add native riparian plantings to the shoreline 

of Smith Cove. This project is identified in the WRIA 9 4-year work City of Seattle CHIN7.1

1.1 Ecosystem 

Management & 

Restoration Chinook  $ 100,000 

6 2018-0374

Evaluating recontamination of restored salmon 

habitat in the Duwamish estuary.

Research recontamination of restored habitats in the Duwamish to 

understand risks to juvenile Chinook salmon, and improve project 

prioritization and sequencing in Green/Duwamish watershed. WRIA 9 Lead Entity CHIN4.2 3.4 Research Chinook  $    60,000 

7 2018-0805

Green-Duwamish Problem Design Lab; Meeting 

Academic Standards in the Secondary Classroom 

in Context of Improving Puget Sound Vital Signs

1. Use Vital Signs as a living textbook for problem-based learning in 

the secondary classroom in at least five WRIA 9 school districts.

2. Empower students to map, track and report data-driven 

improvements related to Regional Priority CHIN7.1 WRIA 9 Lead Entity CHIN7.1

2.1 Behavior 

Change - 

Awareness Raising 

(Education) Chinook  $ 350,000 

8 2018-0216 Myrtle Edwards Park shoreline improvement

Remove shoreline armoring at Myrtle Edwards Park. This project is 

identified in the WRIA 9 4-year work as being beneficial to Chinook 

salmon by the removal of shoreline armoring and restoring to a City of Seattle CHIN7.1

1.1 Ecosystem 

Management & 

Restoration Chinook  $    75,000 

9 2018-0253

Riparian Forest Enhancement and Restoration in 

Seattle's Salmon Bearing Creek Watersheds

1. Restore riparian canopy conifer cover for improved salmon habitat 

and water quality 

2. Increase riparian habitat quantity and quality for multiple benefits 

within salmon bearing urban watersheds  

3. Decrease invasive species in riparian habitats City of Seattle LDC3.3

1.1 Ecosystem 

Management & 

Restoration Habitat  $ 552,000 
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South Central LIO 2018 NTA Direct Funding List

Rank NTA ID NTA Title Objective Owner RPA Activity Type

Strategic 

Initiative Cost

10 2018-0130

Howard Hanson Dam Downstream Fish Passage 

Facilitation and Coordination

Facilitation and coordination of Howard Hanson Dam downstream 

fish passage for stakeholder and public involvement and design 

input. WRIA 9 Lead Entity CHIN7.1

1.1 Ecosystem 

Management & 

Restoration Chinook  $ 250,000 

11 2018-0518

Chemicals of Emerging Concern (CECs), including 

endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs), in 

marine and freshwater fish in King County

To evaluate CECs (including EDCs) in marine and freshwater fish by 

expanding King County's existing tissue monitoring program. To 

assess ecological and human health risks from observed CEC 

concentrations through a literature review of toxicological data. King County TIF5.1

3.5 Monitoring & 

Evaluation Stormwater  $ 115,000 

12 2018-0597

A comprehensive survey of salmon habitat in 

nearshore areas of WRIA8 and WRIA9

Build and distribute comprehensive information on critical nearshore 

salmon habitat (eelgrass and kelp), for assessing the effectiveness of 

management actions along the most intensively developed 

Department of Natural 

Resources CHIN1.3

3.5 Monitoring & 

Evaluation Chinook  $ 251,728 

13 2018-0786

Sources and pathways of persistent organic 

pollutants (POPs) in Puget Sound's pelagic food 

web, and biomagnification of POPs from low 

trophic levels to ESA-listed Chinook salmon and 

Identify and better understand the impact of Duwamish River 

discharge on POPs in the pelagic food web that supports Chinook 

salmon. Identify characteristics of Elliott Bay's oceanography and 

biology that make it particularly susceptible to uptake of POPs.

Department of Fish 

and Wildlife CHIN4.8

1.1 Ecosystem 

Management & 

Restoration Chinook  $ 480,000 

14 2018-0766

Monitoring and management of piscivorous fish 

populations in the Lake Washington Ship Canal

Work with fisheries co-managers to devise and implement a predator 

monitoring (and ultimately management) program to improve the 

survival of juvenile salmon through the Lake Washington Ship Canal. WRIA 8 Lead Entity CHIN3.2

3.5 Monitoring & 

Evaluation Chinook  $ 100,000 
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NTA Direct Funding Selection Process Summary 
- This process will select an NTA for direct funding this year (2018) but not necessarily be the list

the LIO selects from for the next four years.
- Cascadia developed survey for NTA owners with proposals between $100,000 and $1,000,000

with the following questions (did not ask NTA owners with proposals less than $100,000, as they
were automatically considered):

o Whether you are interested in being considered;
o What you could accomplish with this level of funding, especially if you haven’t been or

aren’t able to secure additional funding (i.e., is it possible to scale and/or phase the
project so that $100,000 would move the project forward and what could you achieve)?

- Process:
o Cascadia compiled NTA information and owner responses into a spreadsheet and

provide to committee volunteers.
o Committee reviewed their selected NTAs (in their personalized spreadsheet) against the

criteria (see below) to develop a short list.
o Committee met Oct 25 to agree on a short list of NTAs that met those criteria (no set

number for the short list, however last time the LIO completed this process, it was 13).
o Once agreed upon, committee members took that short list and ranked NTAs 1 - n,

recusing themselves from NTAs for which they had a conflict of interest.
o Cascadia averaged rankings to develop a final ranked list.
o Committee members met one final time to review and approve final ranked list.
o Top ranked NTA was recommended for direct funding to the full LIO at the Nov 7

meeting and submitted to the relevant SI lead.

Criteria for NTA Selection 

1. Critically important for advancing ecosystem recovery by -
o Helping us learn something new
o Taking an ongoing effort to the next level
o Resulting in future action(s) that wouldn’t have otherwise occurred
o Filling a knowledge gap

Secondary criteria 
• Cross-jurisdictional or cross-watershed benefit
• Likelihood of success of outputs and ecological outcomes
• Multiple benefits/targets affected (e.g., some projects may offer benefits for stormwater,
habitat, shellfish, etc.)
• Impact for dollar spent (bang for the buck)
• Geographic equity within the LIO (for future rounds of NTA selection)

Additional criteria for 2018: scalability and what the project can accomplish with the available funding 
(i.e., what their additional information includes) 
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2018-2019 South Central LIO Work Plan 
This work plan details proposed activities for watershed integration and Puget Sound recovery 
implementation from October 2018 through September 2019. 

This work plan includes four focus areas: 

1. Organize, support, administer, facilitate and coordinate the LIO

2. Steward and implement the 2018-2022 Puget Sound Action Agenda

3. Conduct performance management, including quarterly progress reporting

4. Support communication, adaptive management, and synthesis of the LIO’s Ecosystem Recovery Plan

1. Facilitate & Coordinate the LIO
Objective: To administer and coordinate the South Central LIO to support the ongoing goals and 
objectives of the LIO.  

Background: The LIO is responsible for organizing and supporting a committee of representative Action 
Agenda planning, local ecosystem recovery planning, and implementation interests. The Partnership will 
support the LIO through Ecosystem Recovery Coordinator (ERC) participation at LIO meetings as the 
Partnership budget allows. The LIO shall maintain sufficient administration, facilitation, and coordination 
capacity to support the ongoing goals and objectives of an LIO.  

Activities: 

1.01 Maintain a local point of contact for the LIO. 
1.02 Serve as an agent for local engagement and coordination in the LIO. 
1.03 Arrange LIO meetings, prepare agendas and facilitate meetings. 
1.04 Develop and distribute summary notes and materials to LIO members and PSP. 
1.05 Maintain LIO member list and provide updates to the Partnership. Notify ERC and 

update member roster when there is a change to participation. 
1.06 Maintain publicly-available information on the LIO, including notice of meetings, 

agendas, summary notes and/or opportunities for content review. Maintain LIO 
information on a public website. 

1.07 Participate in regional meetings and trainings, including: 
• Participate in four 5-6 hour in-person LIO Coordination meetings in Edmonds, WA.
• Direct engagement in EPA convened meetings with LIO Coordinators and LIO policy

bodies (LIO Coordinator Meetings).
• Participate in up to eight hours of conference calls or web meetings facilitated by

the PSP.
1.08 Coordinate with the salmon recovery lead entities by beginning conversations around 

improved collaboration and participating in workshops and trainings. 
• Attend up to one workshop on integration in the Fall 2018
• Attend up to one training on integration in the Spring 2019
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• Provide summary of coordination efforts (Summer 2019) 
1.09 Attend and present at the 2019 Puget Sound Summit to build and improve cross-scale 

coordination.  
1.10 Assist LIO in the process to nominate the LIO’s Ecosystem Coordination Board (ECB) 

representative and alternate ECB representative and communicate nomination to 
Partnership. 

1.11 Coordinate “deep dive” presentations for LIO Caucus meetings.  
 

Deliverables: 

• Facilitated bimonthly LIO meetings 
• “Deep dive” presentations for LIO meetings 
• Meeting packets, including agendas and background materials to support discussion 
• Meeting summaries 

2 Steward & Implement 2018-2022 Action Agenda 
Objective: To support implementation of the South Central LIO’s prioritized strategies through Near 
Term Actions (NTAs). 

Background: LIOs serve an important role in coordinating local implementation of priorities identified in 
the Puget Sound Action Agenda and are an essential element in the Puget Sound National Estuary 
Program (NEP) funding model. Work under this task addresses Near Term Actions (NTA) in the 2018 – 
2022 Action Agenda and the approaches identified in LIO Ecosystem Recovery Plans.  

Activities: 

2.01 Support and steward the 2018 – 2022 Action Agenda. Coordinate and catalyze 
implementation of NTAs, including: 

• Coordinate presentations/status updates from NTA owners on NTA progress to full 
LIO membership 

• Share funding opportunities with relevant NTA owners and assist NTA owners in 
identification of funding opportunities. 

• Coordinate letters of support for NTAs for non-NEP funding sources. 
2.02 Participate in the 2018–2022 Action Agenda adoption process and after action review in 

spring 2019. 
2.03 Coordinate and execute a process to identify and recommend an NTA for direct funding 

from the Strategic Initiative Leads (SI Leads). Communicate process and recommended 
NTA to SI Leads and the Partnership.  

Deliverables: 

• NTA selection for direct funding from SI Leads 
• NTA status update presentation at one LIO Caucus meeting 

3 Performance Management 
Objective: To regularly report on progress toward sub-tasks and deliverables.  

Background: The LIO shall report on progress toward sub-tasks and deliverables through a quarterly 
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progress report provided to the Partnership by the following dates: January 15, 2019; April 15, 2019; 
July 15, 2019; and September 30, 2019. The LIO shall provide monthly invoices with brief explanations of 
activities two weeks after the end of each month. These reports (progress reports and invoices) will be 
used by the Partnership for the Financial Ecosystem Assessment Tracking system (FEATs), NEPORT, NEP 
Atlas, and other reporting needs. 

Activities: 

3.01 Submit quarterly progress reports (January 15, 2019; April 15, 2019; July 15, 2019; and 
September 30, 2019) to the Partnership using the Partnership-provided progress report 
template, as well as all associated deliverables. 

3.02 Send billing summary by Task, and proof of expenditure for grant activities on a monthly 
basis to the Partnership using the Partnership-provided paypack document. 

3.03 Support local NTA owners in tracking implementation status and performance measures 
for NTAs to the Partnership. If needed, assist Partnership in outreach to NTA owner. 

Deliverables: 

• Monthly invoices and activity reports
• Quarterly progress reports and associated deliverables uploaded to Box.

4 Support Communication, Adaptive Management, and 
Synthesis of LIO Ecosystem Recovery Plan

Objective: To update and effectively communicate the LIO Ecosystem Recovery Plan to support 
implementation of LIO goals and objectives.  

Background: The LIO finalized its 5-year Ecosystem Recovery Plan in December 2016. With the Action 
Agenda update and associated new or updated NTAs, as well as the partition of the LIO into two 
separate LIOs, the Plan should be updated to reflect the current geography and context. The LIO shall 
manage revisions and communicate Plan content in coordination with local and regional partners. 
Adaptively managing and strategically communicating the LIO Plan engenders confidence in local and 
regional decision makers that there are well defined problems in Puget Sound at the LIO scale, that LIOs 
know what to do to address them, that the LIO knows which partners to engage and for what purpose, 
and that the work at the LIO level is well integrated into an overall strategy for Puget Sound Recovery. 
The Plan serves as a longer-term strategic framework from which the Partnership and other partners 
can produce a variety of products associated with planning and communicating Puget Sound recovery 
goals, strategies, outcomes, barriers and solutions. 

Activities: 

4.01 Contribute to communications development, products, and presentations of LIO 
Recovery Plans (Fall 2018 - Summer 2019)  

• Provide draft outlines or examples of preferred report format and content to
Partnership. Partnership will provide additional guidance on this activity.

• Provide feedback on draft reporting templates created by Partnership in response
to LIO priorities

• Organize goal-based presentations of the LIO Plan to local decision-making bodies
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and public as needed.  (Spring- Summer 2019) 
• Strategize outcomes of presentations. For example: to garner public

support for projects, engage elected officials for support, funding,
behavior change or awareness raising.

• Communicate with ECB representative issues related to the LIO plan
as they relate to ECB agenda items.

4.02 Adaptively manage LIO Ecosystem Recovery Plan. (Fall 2018- Summer 2019). 
• Develop and execute a process for the South Central LIO to prioritize pressures and

strategies that reflect the updated LIO geography and conditions, as well as 2018
NTAs.

• Identify priority adaptive management and implementation actions for ecosystem
recovery. Through this process, analyze barriers and opportunities to
implementation of LIO Ecosystem Recovery Plan. Identify emerging and
outstanding barriers and gaps, including activities that are already occurring, as
well as policies, programs, or plans currently in place that constitute barriers to
recovery, the role of the LIO and needed Partnership support, and opportunities
for enhanced integration with Lead Entities and other recovery efforts.

4.03 Proactively recruit new LIO members and representatives. 
• In identifying actions, members will also review current LIO membership and

specific contacts for potential new partners to could advance implementation.
Develop an outreach strategy and plan with template communications materials
and language to facilitate LIO member outreach.

• Communicate & provide adaptive management needs and updates to the ERC and
data steward for purposes of updating Miradi files (e.g., goals, objectives, results
chains, NTAs). Update Miradi files with 2018 Near Term Actions and performance
measures.

4.04 Support LIO Ecosystem Recovery Plan synthesis development for Implementation 
Strategy integration and other regional product integration. 

• Review and provide feedback on the draft LIO Synthesis development, content and
format.

Deliverables: 

• Updated Ecosystem Recovery Plan and Miradi file that reflects new geography and context as
well as 2018 NTAs.
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Timeline 
# Task Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 
1 Coordinate LIO 

- Facilitate
bimonthly
meetings

- Coordinate deep
dives

- Update/maintain
website

- Nominate ECB
representative

2 Implement Action Agenda 
- After Action

Review
- Direct funding

selection process
- NTA status

update
3 Performance Management 

- Monthly and
quarterly
progress reports

4 Communication & Adaptive Management of Ecosystem Recovery Plan 
- Update ERP
- Prioritize

pressures,
strategies

- Develop
implementation
action plan

- Recruit new
members
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